
Reconsider Speaker Bureau

We offer our speaker services under several different formats, designed to suit your 
timeframe and audience.  These may include:

n	 Keynote addresses

n	 Roundtable discussions

n	 Facilitated panels

n	 Panel expert

n	 Social presencing theatre (ask us about this!)

n	 Experiential and interactive learning
n	 Collaborative stakeholder dialogues (for executives and leadership level staff)

      We make these fee based speaking engagements available to select groups at no cost.

At Reconsider we provide social impact economy research, 
development, dialogue and business advisory services focused 
on the integration of community capital, local investing, and 
social enterprise. 

While there has been plenty of change in the world of finance 
and capital, hardly any of it has utilized innovative thinking as a 
means to empower individuals.

infectious and a positive catalyst for change.

We invite you to explore our site, attend 
our events, read our articles, consider 
our services and join the conversation of 
how we might create a more resilient and 
sustainable future for us and the generations 
to come.

 We are excited and energized daily at 
the opportunities and possibilities of our 
mission and have recognized and chosen 
to participate in a movement of unbridled 
passion and conviction to create a better 
future for everyone in our community.  We 
are confident our enthusiasm will be both 

Our core purpose is to create and nurture a generative 
and collaborative social impact economy ecosystem.

A New Economy = A Shift In Thinking



215 W. Michigan Ave.
Ypsilanti, MI  48197
734.372.4057

inquire@timetoreconsider.com
www.timetoreconsider.com

Due to the diversity of our speakers -- which include our 
Principals, staff, Advisory board members, and network partners – 
we offer a wide range of topics related to the growth of the social 
impact economy ecosystem.
Below are general themes that you may find of interest:

Community Capital and Local Investing

n	 Defining and Deploying Community             
       Capital for Economic Development
n	 Explore Emerging Trends such as           
       Targeted CDs and Self-Directed IRAs
n	 How Local Investing Impacts the Local   
       Food Movement

Crowdfunding

n				Best Practices for Running a Successful  
      Campaign

n				Exploring the Market Evolution of				
						Donation to Investment Crowdfunding

n				How MILE (Michigan Invests Locally   
      Exemption) Stimulates Economic      
      Development

Social Entrepreneurship

n				The Many Definitions of a Social       
       Enterprise

n					A Leadership Team Approach for     
       Effectively Designing a Social Enterprise

n				New Management Tools for Social 

Social Impact Economy Ecosystem

n				Defining the Social Impact Economy

n				Solving for a Better Future by Integrating            
      Community Capital, Local Investing, and      
      Social Entrepreneurship

n				Roles and Responsibilities in Supporting    
      the Ecosystem

Our Story

n			Our Founder, Angela Barbash, is available to discuss different aspects of her journey in 
starting the Reconsider family of companies.  These can include crowdsourcing the business 
plan, building mentor relationships, pivoting based on new information from the market, and 
using agile management practices during the concept phase.


